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Whether it was due to a blown head gasket, a manufacturer defect, or simple wear and tear,
replacing an engine is a costly and time-consuming process. In fact, in most cases, car owners
choose to sell the vehicle as is and move on to another. A short block, by definition, is an
engine that has been partially assembled. It starts with the engine block, which is where the
combustion chambers are located. The short block will contain several individual components
including a crankshaft, connecting rods, pistons, and freeze plugs. This is referred to as a full
rotating assembly. Regardless of whether you have a four-cylinder, six-cylinder, or above, the
short block will always contain the components that rotate inside the engine block. Some of the
important items installed on a long block include cylinder heads, a camshaft, the valve train
which consists of all cylinder head-related hardware, the valve covers, a water pump, oil pump,
and oil pan, and other components. Engines that are completely assembled are typically
referred to as a complete engine or crate engine in some cases. This can be caused by physical
damage in the short block or the components inside. If your engine has been diagnosed as
having a short block related failure, and the cylinder heads and supporting upper engine
components are in satisfactory condition, then purchasing a short block is acceptable.
However, if the cylinder heads have been damaged, such as during a head gasket failure due to
overheating in most cases, the long block would be best to purchase. The external parts needed
in addition to a long block engine are less expensive than the extra internal parts essential to a
short block engine. Sometimes replacing an engine â€” either a short block or a long block â€”
simply does not make financial sense. A general rule of thumb for any major mechanical repairs
is to determine the overall value of your vehicle first. Once you determine the resell value,
compare it to the overall cost of repairs. Replacing an engine is a major decision. Like surgery,
it should involve a second opinion. Taking this simple proactive step can save you thousands
of dollars. The most popular service booked by readers of this article is Intake Manifold Gaskets
Replacement. Our certified mobile mechanics perform over services, including diagnostics,
brakes, oil changes, scheduled mileage maintenances, and will come to you with all necessary
parts and tools. Our certified mobile mechanics make house calls in over 2, U. Fast, free online
quotes for your car repair. Intake Manifold Gaskets Replacement Cost. Service Location. What
is a Short Block Engine? What is a Long Block Engine? Engine Blocks. Home Articles. The
statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be independently
verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Excellent Auto Repair Ratings.
YourMechanic Auto Repair. Related Articles. Which Cars are the Most and Least Ticketed?
Recent Intake Manifold Gaskets Replacement reviews. Excellent Rating. Rating Summary. Jimmi
27 years of experience. Request Jimmi. He asked questions about the service he was
performing and the reason why. Told me how long it would take. He checked other things as
well. He did find a problem and explained what it was and sent me a quote. Once job was
finished he checked the readings to make sure everything was back to normal. Peter 25 years of
experience. Request Peter. I love this service and Peter was wonderful! What struck me was his
very professional, honest and friendly manner. He was fast too! Very pleased! Again, he was
amazing. He checked everything carefully and mad sure there weren't any other problems. I'm
really grateful. Kenneth 20 years of experience. Request Kenneth. Kenneth is great! He explains
what needs to be done and takes care of my car as if it was his own. Kenneth is an excellent
mechanic. Need Help With Your Car? Related articles. Read more. The most ticketed luxury car
is the Lexus ES and the least ticketed compact car is the Honda Civic. Data is given on 10
categories of cars. The arm of the windshield wiper is connected to an electronic motor, One of
which involves drilling out the broken off bolt and extracting it using a reverse drill bit. Another
way is to drill out After parts replaced, bubbles in reservoir Hello. If all of the air is out of the
system then the issue is internal. It is typically caused by a blown head gasket. This can occur
when the leak is really small. When it is small enough the If the block was warped, that is if the
block is not perfectly flat across the entire surface to within. Browse other content. Schedule
your Intake Manifold Gaskets Replacement today! Intake Manifold Gaskets Replacement Price.
How can we help? Read FAQ. Automotive Forums. The first thing you would want to do is tell us
what year and model your car is. It would also be helpful to know if it is a 4 or 6 cylinder. Kind of
hard to diagnose things without at least knowing that. P is a know code for the EGR clogging
that Honda is aware of. The fix on a V6 is to remove the intake and drill a hole larger and insert a
metal tube that extends further into the intake to help prevent the blocking of the hole. In some
areas of the U. American Honda is extending the warranty on EGR system problems in the
affected vehicles to 8 years or 80, miles, whichever comes first. Install the EGR pipe kit, and file
a claim using the information in this service bulletin. It also applies to others, like the Odyssey
etc, but I am going to assume that you have an Accord. If your car has passed the 80, mile mark
That can also be addressed. From Honda If it reads less, go to step 2. Disconnect the vacuum
hose from the EGR valve, and attach it to a vacuum gauge. While watching the vacuum gauge,

apply and remove ground to the RED wire 10 times. Does the gauge read 6 inches of vacuum
within 1 second of grounding the RED wire? Remove the backprobe, and apply 6 inches of
vacuum to the EGR valve. The 4 cylinders usually have carbon build up in the EGR ports too.
The injectors need to come out and then you can unbolt the plate and clean the ports. Also
replacing the egr valve would be a good idea to. Ive been noticing alot of your posts seem to be
cut and pasted from somewhere and alot of these people on here have know clue what a PGM
tester or an HDS is and alot of the tests need them to check out crutial voltages and other
readings but the simple mater is not alot of people can access these testers so the info is pretty
much useless to them. So what do you suggest? Should I just give them bogus information like
some people on here? I happen to be a Service Coordinator for a Honda dealership and I am
trying to help them get the best information that they can. The information I post on here from
time to time is directly from Honda. Can't get any better than that. Sorry if you think that I should
not get so technical The days of the old points and condensors are gone. Step one says from
the freeze data on the pgm tester Ok so nobody has a pgm tester so now what? Now someone
will jump around to a step that may seem like they can perform but if they must the important
info in step one they could be on there way on a wild goose chase. What im saying is that we
can give people tips and of what it may be or as a tech i can give them advise on what i have
come accross in the past and what is a known problem accompanying that code. Basically just
don't copy and paste pages from ISIS just to run up your post counter. Thats all. If you have
usefull advise post it otherwise don't confuse people with info they can't use. I had a whole
response to you about this Not worth my time. I apologize for trying to help I will move on.
These guys are all yours Both of you chill out. Your both correct. Who gives a damn about post
counts, you both were trying to help So please continue to help others in any way you can, and
quit the bickering. Meaning of P engine trouble code is a kind of powertrain trouble code and
when the check engine light comes P code on the first you should check is the gas cap. Pull
over, retighten it, and take a look at the cap to see if it has any cracks in it. Continue driving and
see if the check engine light turns off. All you need to do is take the old one off and screw on
the new one. If you've already made it to the store, you might as well just replace it. While not
car-threatening, it's good to take care of this right away to improve gas mileage. Disconnected,
dirty or fouled spark plugs are common causes for engines that won't start. Spark plugs
typically need to be replaced every season or 25 hours of use. You should also check that the
spark plug gap is set properly. If your spark plugs look good, problems with your ignition
system can also preventing a spark. These can range from a faulty spark plug lead, shorted kill
switch or flywheel key damage. The oxygen 02 sensors on your car measure the oxygen in the
exhaust to determine how rich or lean the ratio of fuel and air are in the cylinders. Optimizing
this mixture means better fuel economy and fewer exhaust emissions. Parts or components
should not be replaced with reference to only a P DTC. The vehicle service manual should be
consulted for more information on possible causes of the fault, along with required testing.
Engine trouble codes resource center for all car models. Code Search Please fill the "Code Box"
to find engine fault code. Select Abadal Schneider Th. Clubsport Yes! Ways to read engine
trouble codes. Ways to clear check engine light on car panel. Check Engine Light Dictionary
Ways to clear check engine light on car panel. P Engine Trouble Code Meaning of P engine
trouble code is a kind of powertrain trouble code and when the check engine light comes P
code on the first you should check is the gas cap. P Fault Symptoms : Check engine light
comes on Engine stalling or misfiring Engine performance issues Car not starting If one of
these reasons for P code is occuring now you should check P repair processes. Now don't ask
yourself; What should you do with P code? The solution is here : P Possible Solution:
Disconnected, dirty or fouled spark plugs are common causes for engines that won't start.
Please check below for you P code. Check engine light comes on Engine stalling or misfiring
Engine performance issues Car not starting. If one of these reasons for P code is occuring now
you should check P repair processes. The solution is here :. Our Address. Kings Mills, OH
Thanksâ€¦it scans manufacturer codes as well but I only used globalâ€¦. I did find a vacuum
hose disconnected. I think that might have been the problem. That code definition is not found
in your scan tool as im guessing you just have a generic global OBD2 scanner? The code is for
insufficient EGR lift BTW if you use the search function and type in that code at the top of this
page it gives you that answer. My car is also 96 Accord and am dealing with the same issue.
First, it was the P code. I found your vid on youtube many thanks for that and cleaned the EGR
passages. Mine was absolutely gunked up and blocked. But nowwâ€¦. By the way, is it best to
clear the CEL codes after each repair or attempted repair in this case? Or is it best to keep
running the car and see if the CEL goes away by itself to let you know it really has been fixed?
You can check the EGR valve with a vacuum pump. As for the solenoid, if the EGR valve is
working you might want to replace the solenoid along with the filter on top of it. Home Topic 96

honda accord p January 18, at am Mike Participant. Viewing 11 replies - 1 through 11 of 11 total.
Ok well keep us updated. Where was this disconnected hose? Opposite the throttle body at the
upper plenum near master cylinder reservoir. It may be related to your problem. It is for usually
clogged EGR passages. January 19, at am EricTheCarGuy Keymaster. July 29, at am Bryan
Participant. July 29, at pm Good luck and keep us posted. July 30, at am You must be logged in
to reply to this topic. Reader Question I have a Honda Accord and the check engine light seems
to not want to stay off. I have taken it to the mechanics and the code that comes up is the code
stating the EGR valve is bad. This would all be fine if the solution was simply replace the valve,
but after replacing the EGR valve the light still comes on after several miles of driving. The
weirdest thing is that all summer the light was not on, and since September the light has been
on. The code is always the same, so now I am wondering if black electrical tape is the solution
or could there be some other meaning to a bad EGR valve code. Any suggestions other than
ripping the dash apart and removing the light is greatly appreciated. One thing I would have
your mechanic check is the passage way under the EGR valve. I have seen this passage get
stopped up with carbon build up and I had to soak the area in cleaner and practically chisel out
the passage way so the EGR valve could operate. I would assume then probably just slapped a
new valve on and did not look to make sure there was a clear passage under the valve. This is
the immobilizer malfunction you were talking about. Mine also was putting out an egr
malfunction code. I have a Honda Accord with a little over k. I was getting the same code too. I
had replaced a few parts and nothing happened. I cleaned out the entire egr system of carbon
as well but still I got the light. My car gets really hot, but it may be a bad coolant sensor or a
thermostat in the engine. Both parts are only about 15 bucks a piece. I think it is worth a try if it
is only 30 bucks for both. I have a Honda Accord that is not wanting to restart after being run for
30 minutes or so. But it is only not wanting to start after sitting turned off for 15 minutes or so.
We have had it in the shop and the cleaned the EGR Valve and no co
cucv alternator wiring diagram
diy auto shop near me
ml 350
des showed up. But later on that day the car started acting up again. Would this be cause by
this valve or not? If the engine will spin over and over again and not start I would suspect a
problem with the ignitor inside the distributor. You can buy a rebuilt distributor pretty cheap
that contains the ignitor and all the other parts. If the engine does NOT spin over, I would
suspect a problem with the starter motor or a battery or battery connection. The mechanic
Opened up the valve, not much carbon cleaned ports also. Most of the replaced valves have not
cure the problem so I am reluctant to replace the expensive valve as the car drives fine. What
else could be done apart from the above suggestions. Have a Accord 4cyl with a check engine
light on. I believe the code is P Still get light. Any other suggestions? Need to get it through
emissions. Mechanic friend suggested to remove a plate near injectors and clean three holes?
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